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Another thread about problems with open justice in the Court of
Protection
On 2nd March 2022, five public observers watched a hearing
about kidney donation before Arbuthnot, J.
I think there were journalists there too.
We tweeted + blogged.
But so much went wrong today.

The Arbuthnot J hearing was initially 'secret'.
It didn't appear anywhere in the lists: Not RCJ. Not under "Court of Protection" in
CourtServe. Not even under "Liverpool" in CourtServe.
It was added to CourtServe after I personally phoned court staff and asked for a listing.

When I checked the listing there was no contact information - so how could you email to ask
to observe?
I asked for it to be added.
An hour later (shortly before the hearing began) it was.
By that time I'd forwarded 4 emails from would-be observers to the judge's clerk.
Once the email for access was publicly listed, I thought the problem would be solved.
It wasn't.
Staff didn't know what to do when asked by a member of the public for access to this hearing.

Yesterday, this hearing began 15 mins earlier than listed
I was told by email (+ checked my email in nick of time).
Other public observers were not informed. I emailed those I was in contact with.
@TheOrganOgress missed the beginning
Not public.

Is a kidney transplant in his best interests?
By Bonnie Venter, 1st-4th March 2022 UPDATE: The judgment in this case is now
published: Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust v WV [2022] EWCOP 9
(08 March 2022) I’m watching a four-day…
https://openjusticecourtofprotection.org/2022/03/01/is-a-kidney-transplant-in-his-best-in…

So the fact there were public observers, and we tweeted and blogged is good, of course, but
simply to celebrate that as an achievement of open justice in the Court of Protection conceals
the huge amount of work I did to make this possible against the odds. It should be easier.

I asked to observe a 1 hr hearing today 9.30am, before the Arbuthnot J hearing was due to
start.
Court staff never actioned my email
It's really hard to get access to 9.30am hearings.
It's an admin issue, not deliberate obstruction.
But the effect on open justice is the same.

And then there are the daily cause lists for the Court of Protection....
Nearly half (18/39 = 46%) of today’s Court of Protection hearings in CourtServe (including
Arbuthnot J's hearing) are ‘hidden’.
They are wrongly listed and do not appear on the Court of Protection list.

It's incredibly labour-intensive to find COP hearings if they're not listed under the COP tab
but scattered throughout CourtServe.
It took me more than 2 hours to locate the 18 'hidden' hearings for today.
It involves opening multiple windows + scanning multiple lists.

I know listings are not something people get excited about. It's tedious admin. But it's crucial
to open justice.
Unless the Court of Protection list is done properly, hearings are simply 'hidden' (or even
'secret').
Like these 2 in Birmingham today.

Here's a hidden hearing in Caernarfon. Please @HMCTSgovuk read this thread, and weep,
and then can we work together to do something about it, in the interests of open justice.

No, I haven't finished yet. I badly want to get the attention of the COP to solve this - on a
systemic basis, not over and over again on a one-off "sorry, here's what went wrong with this
one" way.
See how pervasive this is. How can we fix it?
It impedes open justice.

I know this is boring. I do this boring task (with help from @DocCMartin +
@GillLoomesQuinn) for every single day.
It's the only way to know where and when COP hearings are being held.
Scouring lists like this shouldn't be necessary.
Please @HMCTSgovuk can you fix this?

Here's a hidden hearing in Leeds. It can't be beyond the powers of Court of Protection
administrators to put all the COP hearings together under a single heading so we can find
them easily. Can it?

Here's a twist on the problem of hidden hearings. There are two COP hearings in Leicester
today. One is listed under COP. One isn't.

Sometimes Tier 3 judges (the most senior in the COP) hear cases in county courts outside
London.
When they hear cases in London, the Royal Courts of Justice list them and they are (usually)
easy to access.
When they hear cases elsewhere, they're often hidden or secret.

I've said in COP User Group meetings (repeatedly) "Please can you ensure that all the COP
hearings for your region appear in the COP listings so we don't have to trawl through 100s of
listings under names of cities/judges). I don't think judges/lawyers get why it's so important.

It goes on and on and on.
Trawling CourtServe for Court of Protection hearings is a mind-numbingly boring process.
The COP list should be comprehensive and cover all the hearings. @HMCTSgovuk
But on 2nd March 2020 46% (18/39) were hidden.
Here's one in Plymouth.

Dear @HMCTSgovuk I would like to support you in ensuring that the COP list in CourtServe
is comprehensive. It currently omits between a third and a half of all COP hearings - like this
one in Port Talbot today. How can I help please? It's so important for open justice.

I hope the length of this thread conveys some idea of what it takes me, day in, day out, to
access information about Court of Protection hearings from CourtServe. It shouldn't be this
hard. Hearings shouldn't be hidden. How can we improve the COP list @HMCTSgovuk
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